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Hey all!
My name is Alexa, I’m 16 and a student at Bavarian International School in
Munich.
It’s my pleasure to be head chair for the Commission on the Status of
Women (CSW) during MUNISS 2022. I was born in Paris but grew up in
Atlanta USA! I’ve been fortunate enough to experience life in different
cultures and have gathered valuable new perspectives along the way.
I attended my first conference in Munich (MUNOM) as a delegate in GA4
and my interest in chairing instantly sparked. I intend to make MUNISS
‘22 an unforgettable experience.
I look forward to meeting everyone in April!
Contact me via IG for any queries or concerns: @Alexa.vonplaten

Hi!
My name is Vama and I go to Frankfurt International School in Germany
but have also lived in the US and China. I have been part of Model
United Nations for 4 years now and have been to several conferences
such as THIMUN and MUNISS 2021. I am really grateful to have gotten
this oppurtunity to co chair the Commision on the Status of Women as it
is a topic I am very passionate about. My hobbies include playing sports
like tennis or softball, reading, drawing, and hanging out with my
friends. I look forward to fruitful debate, making some fun memories,
and meeting you all!
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Discussing how to improve women’s role in leadership and politics

Topic Introduction:

To meet the Sustainable Development Goals by 2030, women's equal involvement and
leadership in politics and public life are critical. Data reveals, however, that women are
underrepresented at all levels of decision-making around the world, and gender balance in
politics is still a long way off. Female leadership is crucial considering that
women play an important role in mentoring and recognizing the contributions of other
women. They place a high value on personal development while also focusing on the
development of others, assisting individuals, and creating a meaningful and permanent
difference in the world.
In a democracy, women must have equal representation and participation in politics and
public life. Women in politics lead to better outcomes for the female gender, as well as for
society as a whole. More women in positions of political leadership result in advances in
policy areas that are critical for economic growth and development.

Even without these findings, the case for female empowerment is unmistakable.
Democracy cannot afford for half of the population to be excluded from decision-making
completely and equitably.

Explanation of Key Terms:
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG): Also known as the Global Goals, the SDG are a
set of 17 interconnected global goals that are meant to serve as a "blueprint for a better
and more sustainable future for all."
Gender equality: When men and women enjoy the same rights, duties, and opportunities.
Keep in mind that gender inequality has an impact on everyone, including women, men,
trans and gender diverse persons, children, and families. It affects people of all ages and
from all walks of life.
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women:
The United Nations General Assembly adopted this international treaty in 1979. It was
established on September 3, 1981, as a worldwide bill of rights for women, and has been
approved by 189 states.
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Women’s Suffrage: The right of women to vote.

Issue Explanation

The lack of female presence in leadership and politics. Women are under-represented in
political positions around the world, and this under-representation grows in top positions.
Women's underrepresentation in politics is a severe democratic shortcoming that
jeopardizes the credibility of today's democratic ideal.
“...shall ensure to women, on equal terms with men, the right to participate in the
formulation of government policy and the implementation thereof and to hold public
office and perform all public functions at all levels of government…” Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW)
Statistics according to UNwomen.org (March 2021):
Women hold the position of Head of State or Government in 22 nations, up from 20 in
2020, according to new data. Women make up 5.9% of elected Heads of State (9 out of
152) and 6.7 percent of elected Heads of Government (13 out of 193) as of January 1,
2021.
The Glass Ceiling for Women in Political Leadership:
Glass ceiling refers to the fact that a qualified person whishing to advance within the
hierarchy of his/her organization is stopped at a lower level due to a discrimination most
often based on sexism or racism. The glass ceiling refers thus to vertical discrimination
most frequently against women in companies or politcal leadership roles.
(Frontiers in Psychology website)
Benefits of expanding female presence in executive and board positions include better
decision-making, problem-solving, successful challenges to established attitudes, and
improved organizational communication, to name a few.
Increasing the number of women in decision-making positions is the first step toward
greater political accountability for women, but it cannot end there. Gender-sensitive
governance reforms are required, which will make all elected officials more successful in
promoting and enforcing gender equality in public policy.
Promoting women's political engagement and good governance is one of UN Women's
pillars of work, ensuring that decision-making processes are participatory, responsive,
equitable, and inclusive. Efforts are concentrated through key entrance points that have
the potential to promote women's status by catalyzing far-reaching, long-term effects.
Countries listed in the Involved Parties section of this report should be further read
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about their governments and their current situation they are in with regulations
either already existing, being planned or other.

Historical Background
Women in Politics; A Timeline -
1851–1920. Women’s suffrage started out as an anti-slavery movement, with Elizabeth Cady
Stanton and Susan B. Anthony leading the way. Women got the vote in 1920.
1916. Jeannette Rankin was the first woman elected to Congress. Representing Montana, she
said, “I may be the first woman member of Congress, but I won’t be the last’’ after her 1916 win.
1933. Frances Perkins, secretary of labor under President Franklin Delano Roosevelt, was the
first woman to serve in the Cabinet. She was a key player in writing the New Deal legislation,
including setting minimum-wage laws.
1940–1973. Margaret Chase Smith, a Maine Republican who was the first woman to serve in
both the House and the Senate, was famous for her “Declaration of Conscience’’ speech against
the character attacks of Senator Joe McCarthy.
1972. Shirley Chisholm was the first black female major-party presidential candidate. She said,
“My greatest political asset, which professional politicians fear, is my mouth, out of which come
all kinds of things one shouldn’t always discuss for reasons of political expediency.”
1984. Geraldine Ferraro was the first woman to be nominated for vice president on a major
ticket. “If we can do this, we can do anything,’’ she said at the 1984 Democratic National
Convention in San Francisco.
2001–2009. Condoleezza Rice was the first black woman to serve as the U.S. national security
adviser (2001) under President George W. Bush and the first black woman to serve as U.S.
secretary of state (2005–2009).
2008. Sarah Palin was the Republicans’ first female vice presidential nominee in 2008. A
self-described “hockey mom,’’ the Alaska-bred Palin also knows how to hunt and field-dress a
moose.
2016. Hillary Clinton ran for president as the first female nominee for that office by a major U.S.
party. She lost to Donald J. Trump, but inspired a lot of girls and women along the way. Before
that, in addition to working as a lawyer, Clinton served as the first lady of Arkansas, the first lady
of the U.S., a senator representing New York and the U.S. secretary of state.
2017: Nikki Haley was elected the first female governor of South Carolina when she was just 38
years old. She became the first Indian American to serve in a Cabinet-level position when
President Trump selected her as the U.S. ambassador to the United Nations.
2020-2021: Kamala Harris, a U.S. senator from California chosen by Democratic presidential
nominee Joe Biden as his running mate, was elected vice president of the United States in the
2020 election and sworn in on January 20, 2021. Harris is the first woman and the first Southeast
Asian and African American to serve as U.S. vice president.
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Involved Countries
Top 10 countries that Are Leading the World for Women in Politics
(Data from 2021 statistics)

Rwanda - 61% of its parliamentary seats occupied by women.

Cuba - 53% of women taking up parliamentary seats,

United Arab Emirates - 50% of parliamentarians being women, compared to just

20% in previous years

Nicaragua - high number of women in parliament, women leaders have been

instrumental in leading the resistance against the country’s dictatorship.

New Zealand - New Zealand’s parliament became one of the most diverse in the

world, representing not only more women, but people of color and members of the
LGBTQ+ community.

Mexico - 48% women parliamentarians

Sweden - Sweden’s parliament currently hosts 46% of women in parliament.

Grenada - country has taken legislative action to ensure gender equality across the

nation

Andorra - seats held by women in parliament have increased from 32% in 2019, to

46% in 2021.

Bolivia - The country reached gender parity in parliament thanks to a quota law that

was implemented in 2010 that raised the existing quota from 30% to 50%.

Additional data (2020):

Rank Country Lower or Single House Upper House or Senate

1 Rwanda 61.25% 38.46%

2 Cuba 53.22% –
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3 Bolivia 53.08% 47.22%

4 United Arab Emirates 50% -

5 New Zealand 48.33% -

6 Mexico 48.2% 49.22%

7 Nicaragua 47.25% -

8 Sweden 46.99% –

9 Grenada 46.67% 30.77%

10 Andorra 46.4% –

11 South Africa 46.35% 38.89%

12 Finland 46% -

13 Costa Rica 45.61% -

14 Spain 44% 39.02%

15 Senegal 43.03% -

16 Namibia 42.71% 23.81%

17 Switzerland 41.5% 26.09%

18 Norway 41.42% -

19 Mozambique 41.2% -
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20 Argentina 40.86% 40.28%

Media Contribution
In a society, the media has the potential to be extremely powerful conveyors of information. The
messages they send forth have the potential to influence or reinforce social norms and behaviors,
as well as mobilize citizens to take progressive action. While the media should ideally strive for
accuracy and objectivity, there are often inequalities in coverage, particularly when it comes to
women and their opinions. Women politicians, for example, may be under-represented in the
press in the months leading up to and following elections. There is sometimes a great obsession
with women as victims or celebrities.

Previous attempts to solve the issue

DATE ATTEMPT

18th of December 1979 Convention on the Elimination of All
Forms of Discrimination against
Women New York -
Adopted by the United Nations General
Assembly. It entered into force as an
international treaty on 3 September 1981
after the twentieth country had ratified it.
By the tenth anniversary of the
Convention in 1989, almost one hundred
nations have agreed to be bound by its
provisions.

15th of September 1995 The Beijing Declaration and Platform
for Action -
a resolution adopted by the UN at the end
of the Fourth World Conference on
Women on 15 September 1995. The
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resolution adopted to promulgate a set of
principles concerning the equality of men
and women.

2015 Millennium Development Goals by 2015
-
the third goal being “to promote gender
equality and empower women”.
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